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‘My blood is alive with many 
voices telling me I am made of 
longing’ ‘2023, Mokulito and 
ink on Somerset Satin, unique 
state, series of two, 76 x 112 
cm  

My blood is alive with many 
voices / telling me I am made 
of longing. / What mystery 
breaks over me now? / In its 
shadow I come into life. - 
Rainer Maria Rilke, Book of 
Hours, 1:39

THE SHAPE OF THINGS 

I was drawn to mokulito to inves2gate a type of expressive 
mark-making that I could not as easily explore in my 
photo-based and digital printmaking. So, this work is, at a 
simple level, about gesture, juxtaposi2on and shape, but 
for me this also means it is inevitably about bodies, 
landscapes and the some2mes-uncanny resonance when 
all these elements sit together on a page. 
  
My earlier exhibi2ons were concerned with either the 
recomposed body – playing on old master images – or the 
colour field of abstract photography. More recently my 
work has begun to explore what philosopher Timothy 
Morton calls ‘dark ecology,’ through the construc2on of 
abstracted digital landscapes. Each of these bodies of work 
in their own way was trying to find a way of nego2a2ng 
the language of abstrac2on in a digital and post-digital era. 
There is a resonance of each of these ideas in this new 
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work, a connec2on that has been made explicit in 
the pieces that combine digital prints and 
mokulito.  
  
The French phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-
Ponty suggests that pain2ng is 
‘autofigura2ve’ (1933/1993: 141) by which he 
seems to mean that even in the most realist 
tradi2ons, the figure has a life of its own, it 
emerges from a confusion of line and tone and 
mark. Pain2ng he says, “break[s] ‘the skin of 
things’ to show how the things become things and 
how world becomes world.” 
  
As I explored the prac2ce of mark-making, playing 
with the experimental and accidental 

happenstance of 
mokulito, I 
became 
increasingly 
interested in this 
process of 
breaking the skin of things, of 
what might emerge in the 
process of spilling ink onto 
board and layering it as 
printed marks on the page. 
The process itself is 
mesmerising because the 
marks emerge in different 
ways at different parts of the 
process, seeming to make real 

that ‘autofigura2ve’ emergence of the image. As the tusche – a 
special waxy lithographic ink – seWles on the board and 
evaporates it ‘re2culates’ or forms paWerns and as these 
paWerns are inked and printed, they may emerge differently 
with each prin2ng. The excitement and the challenge in this 
type of artmaking is to both surrender to, as well as harness, 
the accidental and emergent. 
  
When shapes or marks emerge, we tend to want to define 
them through simile or metaphor: this is like that. Jane 
BenneW argues there is something deeper going on here than 
the merely associa2ve, shape she suggests performs a direct 
kind of communica2on which links the human with the 
‘vegetal’ essence of life. As she points out, Thoreau discovered 
this watching the ways water congeals with globules of 

“Painting break[s] 
‘the skin of things’ 
to show how the 
things become 
things and how 
world becomes 
world.” 

- MERLEAU-PONTY

‘Your wholeness cascades into 
many shapes’ 2022, Mokulito 
and ink on Somerset Satin, 
unique state, series of four, 
30x 40cm  

Often when I imagine you / 
your wholeness cascades into 
many shapes / you run like a 
herd of luminous deer / and I 
am dark, I am forest. - Rainer 
Maria Rilke, Book of Hours, 
1:39
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thawing earth at the cusp of spring. He was suddenly 
struck by the ‘hieroglyphics’ of this sandy water: for him 
suddenly everything, everybody was a congealed 
droplet…. There in the nose, that shape, a droplet, there 
in the 2p of the finger, that shape again, a droplet, then 
in the shape of the eye, the nipple, the toe. The world, 
and all of us, a mul2tude of droplets. 
  
No2cing these shapes that are us, that are everywhere 
and that dance and become something else, links us to 
the viscous materiality of things. As Thoreau says in 
another place: ‘there is nothing inorganic’. 
  
BenneW suggests that this ‘mode of communica2on that 
proceeds via shape’ connects us to not only new ways of 
seeing but also new ways of being. Once aWuned to 
these affilia2ve sensory connec2ons “you become alert 
to them, and then there’s a slight but real kaleidoscopic 
shi` in everything you see, hear, smell, touch, taste, and 
think. What becomes a liWle more sensible, conceivable, 

‘The earth is all alive and 
covered with papillae’ 2023, 
Mokulito and ink on Somerset 
Satin, unique state, series of 
two, 76 x 112 cm 

The pond does not thunder 
every evening, and I cannot tell 
surely when to expect its 
thundering; but though I may 
perceive no difference in the 
weather, it does. Who would 
have suspected so large and 
cold and thick- skinned a thing 
to be so sensitive? Yet it has its 
law to which it thunders 
obedience when it should as 
surely as the buds expand in the 
spring. The earth is all alive and 
covered with papillae. - Henry 
David Thoreau 
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and plausible is the existence of a web of cross-body, shapely 
communica2ons that subvents or is only vaguely hooked into 
more word-reliant networks. One may start to experience 
oneself less as an intersubjec2ve being and more as an inter- 
and intra- twined shape.” (BenneW 2017: 103)  
  
BenneW, J., 2017. ‘Vegetal life and onto-sympathy’ in Keller, C. and 
Rubenstein, M.J. eds., Entangled worlds: Religion, science, and new 
materialisms. Fordham Univ Press. pp.89-110. 
  
Merleau-Ponty, M., 1933, ‘Eye and Mind’ in M Smith (ed), 1993, The 
Merleau-Ponty aesthe2cs reader: Philosophy and pain2ng. Northwestern 
University Press. 
  
Marcus O’Donnell November 2023 

‘The nearest of blood to me’ 
2023, Mokulito and pigment 
print on Somerset Satin, 
unique state, series of four, 
42 x 60 cm  

Every little pine needle 
expanded and swelled with 
sympathy and befriended 
me. I was so distinctly made 
aware of the presence of 
something kindred to 
me, . . . and also that the 
nearest of blood to me . . . 
was not a person nor a 
villager.” - Henry David 
Thoreau 

“One may start to experience 
oneself less as an intersubjective 
being and more as an inter- and 
intra- twined shape.” 

- JANE BENNETT
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'Like a thing ripened until it 
is real, 2023, Mokulito and 
ink on Somerset Satin, on 
wood, unique state, ongoing 
series, 25 x 25 cm 

Be earth now, and evensong. 
/ Be the ground lying under 
that sky. / Be modest now, 
like a thing / ripened until it 
is real. - Rainer Maria Rilke, 
Book of Hours, 11: 1

‘And he touched the earth’ 
2023, Mokulito and ink on 
Somerset Satin, unique 
state, series of two, 56 x 
76 cm 

It is said that after sitting 
for several days under the 
Bodhi tree, just prior to 
achieving enlightenment, 
as he was fighting the evil 
one, Buddha reached 
down and touched the 
ground, calling the earth to 
witness.

‘These two shapes together 
clinging’ 2023, Mokulito and 
pigment print on Somerset Satin, 
unique state, triptych, 42 x 60 cm 
each panel 

Plays on the title of David 
Hockney’s seminal 1961 painting 
‘We Two Boys Together, Clinging,’ 
a title he took from a Walt 
Whitman poem, and was a brave 
embodiment of queer desire at a 
time when homosexuality was still 
illegal in the UK.


